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After spending the last three seasons in a coma, Archer is finally ready to wake up and return to the spy game in season 11 and we have all the details on how you can watch it online or on TV from anywhere. Archer first aired on FX all the way back in 2009 before moving to FXX in 2017 and the animated sitcom has seen a lot of changes
throughout its 10 season run so far. What started out as a show that followed the exploits of a dysfunctional intelligence agency and its agents, changed drastically back in season 7 when its main character, Sterling Mallory Archer (voiced by H. Jon Benjamin), fell into a coma after being shot. The show's creator Adam Reed used Archer's
coma as a chance to explore different genres using the same cast of characters which led to Archer: Dreamland, Archer: Danger Island and Archer: 1999. Source: Pat Saperstein We've seen Archer, his ex-girlfriend and now baby mama Lana Kane, his mother Mallory, Pam, Ray, Cyril, Cheryl and the rest of the characters in a noir-esque
Los Angeles, on a South Pacific island and even in space but now the show will be returning to its roots for season 11. However, things will be a bit different at the International Secret Intelligence Service this season as while Archer was dreaming, the rest of the team was working on being more professional. In fact, Mallory Archer herself
has even instituted a no-drinking on-duty policy. Whether you're a long time fan of FXX's hit animated series or you just want to tune in to see what's it all about, we'll show you how to get an Archer live stream from wherever you are in the world. Archer season 11 - When and where? Season 11 of Archer will premiere on FXX with two new
back-to-back episodes on Wednesday, September 16 at 10 pm ET/PT. There will be a total of eight episodes this season and new episodes will air every Wednesday at 10pm ET/PT on FXX. How to watch Archer from anywhere We have all the details on how you can watch Archer in the U.S., Canada, UK and Australia further down in
this guide. However, if you want to watch season 11 of the show when you're away from home, then you'll likely run into problems as your domestic coverage online from abroad will be geo-blocked. That's where one of the best VPNs (Virtual Private Network) can really come in handy. They allow you to virtually change the IP address of
your laptop, tablet or mobile to one that's back in your home country which will let you watch as if you were back there. VPNs are incredibly easy to use and have the added benefit of providing you with an additional layer of security when surfing the web. There are also a lot of options but we recommend ExpressVPN as our top pick due
to its speed, security and ease of use. The service can even be used on a wide array of operating systems and devices (e.g. iOS, Android, Smart TVs, Fire TV Stick, Roku, game consoles, etc). Sign up for ExpressVPN now and enjoy a 49% discount and 3 months FREE with an annual subscription. You can even test it out for yourself
thanks to the service's 30-day money back guarantee. Looking for more options? Here are some other VPNs that are on sale right now. No matter where in the world you may be, a VPN is one of the easiest ways to watch Archer. Get in on this deal now! See latest price at ExpressVPN How to watch Archer in the U. S. If you live in the US
and have a cable subscription, you'll be able to watch Archer every Wednesday at 10pm ET/PT on FXX. You can also stream Archer online via FXX's website but you will need to login with the credentials from your cable provider to do so. Not interested in signing up for cable just to watch the latest season of Archer? Don't worry as there
are now a number of streaming services, all at different price points, that will give you access to FXX so you can watch Archer online. We've listed a few of our favorites below to make things easier for you. Hulu with Live TV - $54.99 per month - As well as giving you access to FXX, the service also includes its own Hulu Originals and
supports a wide variety of streaming devices. YouTube TV - $65 per month - YouTube TV gives you access to FXX as well as over 70 other TV channels and a free 7-day trial is available. AT&T TV Now - $65 per month - AT&T TV Now may be more expensive than the competition but in addition to FXX you also get access to HBO with
your plan. The service allows you to watch over 45 live TV channels and you can also record up to 20 hours of content using its cloud DVR. Sling TV - $30 per month - In order to get access to FXX, you'll have to sign up for Sling TV's Sling Blue package as well as the service's Hollywood Extra package for an additional $5 per month. The
service also lets you watch on three screens simultaneously and record live TV with its Cloud DVR. Hulu is your best bet While you can watch Archer live as it airs on FXX with Hulu with Live TV, new episodes of the show will also be made available on Hulu the day after they air this season. You can actually save a lot by signing up for
Hulu instead of Hulu with Live TV as the streaming service costs just $5.99 per month with commercials and $11.99 per month ad-free. You will have to watch new episodes a day after they air on TV but if you can avoid spoilers, this could be a great option for you. Live stream Archer online in Canada, the UK and Australia Unfortunately
for viewers outside of the U.S., the only way to watch Archer season 11 at the moment is on FXX. However, you can still catch up on seasons 1-10 of the show right now as they are available on Netflix in Canada, the UK and Australia. Season 11 will likely come to to the streaming service once all eight episodes have aired on FXX just
like with previous seasons. If you can't wait to watch Archer season 11 though, you can always grab a VPN and follow the steps we've outlined above. We may earn a commission for purchases using our links. Learn more. Digital Trends may earn a commission when you buy through links on our site. As Americans (and everyone else
around the world) contend with extensive homestays and uncertain futures, the need for laughter feels perhaps more essential than ever before. So now is the perfect time to revisit, catch up on, or, for the lucky ones, experience for the first time, Matt Groening’s beloved animated sitcom, enjoyable for all adults and kids of most ages.
Here’s how to watch The Simpsons online, including the latest episodes as they air. Created By: Matt Groening Cast: Dan Castellaneta, Hank Azaria, Nancy Cartwright Number of Seasons: 31 How To Watch The Simpsons Online In The U.S. More staying in also means expanding the home-streaming universe, and those assorted
services’ monthly or annual fees can add up quickly. Luckily, Disney+, the six-month-old streaming service that holds the show’s exclusive rights, offers a free trial. This promotional period allows potential subscribers to sign up and watch The Simpsons online for a week without having to part with a single dime — though even without
leaving your couch once, that wouldn’t allow enough hours to binge all 661 episodes in its collection. When the trial comes to an end, viewers can either continue their Disney+ subscription for $7 per month or hand over $70 for an annual membership at a discount of $14. There’s also the Disney+ Bundle, which also offers access to
ESPN+ and Hulu for only $13 per month — $5 less than it would cost to subscribe to the trio individually. Considering episodes from season 31 won’t be available on Disney+ until next month at the soonest, but are available on Hulu right now, this seems like the best way to watch The Simpsons online. Another alternative to watch The
Simpsons online is through Amazon Prime Video, where the current season’s shows can be purchased. Past episodes are also available for rental and entire seasons for sale (prices ranges from $3 or $15-$40, respectively). Both Disney+ and Amazon have chosen to exclude a season 3 episode involving Michael Jackson, which is
apparently now regarded as too controversial. (Both company’s disregard of the show’s 4:3 aspect ratio that was used until midway through season 20 has also sparked some controversy). But, in any case, the rest of the show’s still-unfolding legacy is readily available, and for streamers seeking out their new fix, this is one that could keep
them occupied — and smiling — for some weeks or months to come. We strive to help our readers find the best deals on quality products and services, and we choose what we cover carefully and independently. The prices, details, and availability of the products and deals in this post may be subject to change at anytime. Be sure to
check that they are still in effect before making a purchase.Digital Trends may earn commission on products purchased through our links, which supports the work we do for our readers. Editors' Recommendations A Discovery of Witches start time, channelA Discovery of Witches season 2 is streaming weekly on Saturdays on AMC
Premiere, AMC Plus, Sundance Now and Shudder.Time-traveling vampires and witches? Yes, please. Get ready to watch A Discovery of Witches season 2 online. The British fantasy drama has returned to Sky One in the UK and on AMC Plus or Sundance Now in the U.S. Fans waited over two years for new episodes; the season 1 finale
aired in November 2018. The Discovery of Witches season 2 premiere followed up where the action left off: with Diana Bishop (Teresa Palmer) and her roguish vampire lover Matthew Clairmont (Goode) traveling back in time, to the Elizabethan era.Early Prime Day deals: see all the best early offers right here.Since it's been awhile, let's
bring ourselves back up to speed: Last we saw heroine witch Diana and her roguish vampire lover Matthew, they had decided to timewalk so they can hide from the Congregation (the powerful organization made of representatives from each of the magical races). At the start of season 2, they land in Elizabethan London, where they seek
a teacher to help Diana hone her magic skills and search for the elusive Book of Life. Along the way, they'll run into some key figures important to their pasts, including Matthew's stepfather. Here is everything to know about how to watch A Discovery of Witches season 2  online. If you're away from home and unable to use the services you
already pay for, that doesn't mean you have to miss A Discovery of Witches season 2. Watching along with the rest of the internet can be pretty easy. With the right VPN (virtual private network), you can stream the show from wherever you go.Not sure which VPN is right for you? We've tested many different services and our pick for the
best VPN overall is ExpressVPN. It offers superb speeds and excellent customer service.We think speed, security and simplicity make ExpressVPN second to none. During our tests, we saw fast connection times, and we're impressed by the service's ability to access more than 3,000 services spread out across 160 locations in 94
countries. There's a 30-day money-back guarantee if you're not satisfied.View DealHow to watch A Discovery of Witches season 2 in the USIn the U.S., fans can watch A Discovery of Witches season 2 every Saturday. That's one day after the UK airing of the show (see more about that below).The show is available to stream on AMC
Premiere, AMC Plus, Sundance Now or Shudder. AMC Premiere is a premium upgrade to the regular AMC channel and offers on-demand, ad-free streaming of AMC shows. If you've cut the cord and don't have cable, AMC Premiere is available through several live TV services: FuboTV, Philo and YouTube TV.Fubo.TV is a great
alternative to a cable TV package and offers a 7-day free trial. With the Family Plan ($65 per month), you get over 120 channels, including all the local broadcast networks and top cable brands like AMC, ESPN, FX, Paramount Network and Syfy. Add on AMC Premiere for $4.99 per month. View DealAnother good option to watch A
Discovery of Witches season 2 is AMC Plus, the standalone streaming that houses AMC shows, Sundance Now and Shudder. It costs There is no app right now, but you can subscribe to AMC Plus via Apple TV Channels, Amazon Prime Video Channels or the Roku Channel. You can also add it as an extra to Sling TV, one of the best
streaming services in the market.Sling TV offers a three-day free trial to check out all of its live TV features. Sign up for the Sling Orange package ($30/month), which comes with over 30 channels including ESPN and AMC. Then add on AMC Plus for $7 per month.View DealHow to watch A Discovery of Witches season 2 in the UKBrits
can sink their teeth into all episodes of A Discovery of Witches season 2 via Sky One.You'll need a subscription to Sky TV or you can also stream it with Now TV's Entertainment Pass, which offers a seven-day free trial (after which it costs £9.99 a month).How to watch A Discovery of Witches season 2 in CanadaCanadians can stream A
Discovery of Witches season 2 the day after the UK airing (the same day as the U.S.). The premiere episode drops Saturday, Jan. 9 on Sundance Now and Shudder.Both streaming services are owned by AMC Networks but specialize in different genres. Sundance Now features exclusive dramas and true crime and costs $6.99 per
month, while Shudder focuses on horror and supernatural thrillers and costs $4.99 per month.A Discovery of Witches season 2 castThe cast of A Discovery of Witches season 2 is led by Teresa Palmer as Diana Bishop, a witch and tenured historian at Yale University who is studying alchemy at the University of Oxford. Also starring is
Matthew Goode as Matthew Clairmont, a vampire and professor of biochemistry. They are joined by several cast members returning from season 1:Edward Bluemel as Marcus Whitmore, Matthew's vampire son and lab colleagueLindsay Duncan as Ysabeau de Clermont, Matthew's motherAiysha Hart as Miriam Shephard, a vampire and
Oxford academicAlex Kingston as Sarah Bishop, Diana's auntValarie Pettiford as Emily Mather, Sarah's partnerMalin Buska as Satu Järvinen, a Finnish witch and Congregation memberOwen Teale as Peter Knox, a high-ranking witch and Congregation memberTrevor Eve as Gerbert d'Aurillac, an ancient vampire and Congregation
memberSeason 2 will introduce some new faces:James Purefoy as Philippe de Clermont, Matthew's stepfather and Ysabeau's husbandTom Hughes as Christopher Marlowe, a playwright and Matthew's friendAdam Sklar as Henry Percy, Earl of Northumberland and Matthew's friendElaine Cassidy as Louisa de Clermont, Matthew's
sisterSteven Cree as Gallowglass, Matthew's nephewSheila Hancock as Goody Alsop, a witchPaul Rhys as Andrew Hubbard, a vampireAdelle Leonce as Phoebe Taylor, a humanAdrian Rawlins as William CecilMichael Lindall as Walter Raleigh Barbara Marten as Queen Elizabeth IA Discovery of Witches season 2 trailerThe trailer for A
Discovery of Witches season 2 opens with Matthew Clairmont brooding. "You don't know what I'm capable of," he warns Diana, who replies that he won't hurt her. Honey, he's a vampire, that's kind of what they do!The rest of the trailer provides a tantalizing peek at the couple's journey to Elizabethan London and the various friends and
foes they'll meet there.Plus, check out this video from New York Comic-Con featuring the cast discussing their hit fantasy series:
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